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FOOD SYSTEM CONSOLIDATION IS A DANGER TO ALL AMERICANS
The COVID-19 pandemic has put America’s flawed food supply chains in the national spotlight.
Disruptions caused by the virus have affected just about every link in the food supply chain and
have caused a variety of harms to consumers, workers, farmers, and the public as a whole. Just
over the past two years, these harms included:
•
•
•
•
•

Food corporations failed to protect their workers from contracting and dying from
COVID-19. Some 86,000 meatpacking workers contracted COVID-19 and 423 died.1
Sicknesses shuttered plants and at one point shut down 25% of pork processing in the
U.S.2 Few plants control much of the meat supply, for instance, a little more than 50 beef
plants process 98% of all beef in the U.S.3
Specialized supply chains designed to move foods to schools and restaurants struggled to
meet spiking demand at grocery stores, wasting food while leaving shelves empty.
Cattle farmers saw prices drop even as food prices for consumers spiked.
Net profit margins at meatpackers and other food corporations skyrocketed, suggesting
that companies are not just passing increased costs onto consumers but padding their
pockets in the process.

Corporate consolidation plays a central role in creating or exacerbating every one of these issues.
Just a handful of corporations control critical junctures in the U.S. food supply chain, from seeds
and fertilizers to processing to grocery shelves. This concentration of capacity and control
increases supply chain fragility by putting more production in fewer hands and fewer places.
This consolidation is also what gives these corporations the market power necessary to dictate
prices paid to producers and push down workers’ wages, even while they charge consumers
more.
Crises present an opportunity to examine and reimagine our economy. Our consolidated food
supply chain is not the product of so-called natural market forces trending toward efficiencies of
scale. Rather, it is the result of policy choices that made it easy for already giant businesses to
merge, overlooked illegal abuses of corporate power, and condoned predatory corporate
behavior.
Rebuilding a resilient, sustainable, and equitable food supply chain requires rules of fair
competition that encourage businesses to focus on socially beneficial innovation and investing in
workers and infrastructure rather than exploiting their brute bargaining power to wring cash out
of other people’s pockets. It requires strict assurances of safety and dignity on the job as well as
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a living wage for workers. And it requires changes in corporate governance to hold corporations
accountable to invest in capacity and act in the interests of the public rather than the interests of
financiers.
Certainly, such an economic reorganization extends beyond the work of any one congressional
committee. But changes in antitrust policy and practice are essential to break dangerous
concentrations of market power and to ensure that markets are structured to build a better
economy and society rather than break it down.

FOOD SYSTEM CONSOLIDATION HAS INCREASED DRAMATICALLY
Antitrust scholars generally deem markets “tight oligopolies” if the top four firms control more
than 60% of the market.4 At these levels of concentration, they argue, firms are more likely to
abuse their market power and collude on their pricing decisions either through an explicit pricefixing conspiracy or more tacit practices, such as moving as a group or avoiding competition
without an explicit agreement to do so. 5 Today, the top four corporations control more than 60%
of the U.S. market for pork, coffee, cookies, and bread.6 The top four corporations control more
than 70% of the U.S. market for yogurt, beer, and soybean seeds.7 And the top four corporations
control more than 80% of the market for beef processing, corn seed, soybean processing, baby
food, pasta, cereal, soda, and more.8
Food markets haven’t always been this way. From 1972 to 1992, the average four-firm
concentration levels for meat and poultry processing, dairy processing, flour milling, corn
milling, feed, and soybean processing rose by 50%.9 At the same time the number of plants in
these industries declined by about one-third.10 This consolidation has also extended to food
retail. From the early 1990s to the early 2000s, Walmart grew from selling no groceries to
becoming the largest food retailer in the U.S. Over this same period the top four grocers’ market
4
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share doubled through hundreds of mergers. 11 On a local level, the top four grocery chains now
control 72% of sales in metropolitan areas, on average.12 Walmart alone sells 50% or more of all
groceries in one in every ten metropolitan areas and nearly one in three “micropolitan” areas
across the country.13
These trends leave farmers and ranchers and small and midsize food processors with fewer
buyers for their goods and give retailers and big processors more power to dictate prices to both
suppliers and consumers. For instance, one 2012 study found that poultry growers operating in
regions with just one chicken company to contract for received 8% less per pound compared to
poultry growers in regions with four or more processors.14 Farm input costs are also rising
alongside corporate concentration – between 1990 and 2015 the price of inputs like seeds and
fertilizer in the U.S. rose faster than farmgate commodity prices.15 A new study from Texas
A&M University found recent fertilizer price hikes track closely with higher corn prices, and not
changes in nitrogen fertilizer’s main input natural gas, raising concerns about fertilizer
companies’ market power.16
Consolidating food companies have also exerted downward pressure on wages. Between 1972
and 1992, in nine central food processing industries, average worker compensation fell by 25%
in relation to the consumer price index.17 Much of this decrease was led by slashes in
meatpacking workers’ wages, as corporations busted unions, closed plants, and shifted
operations to more rural areas.18 In 1982 the base pay for meatpacking workers in the United
Food and Commercial Workers (UFCW) union was $10.69 (or $29.14 in 2020 wages, adjusted
for inflation). 19 But in May 2020 the average hourly wage across the industry was just $15,
according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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Meatpacking injury rates also increased with consolidation in the 1980’s – between 1980 and
1990 they jumped 40%, due largely to decreased inspections by the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration.20
Increased concentration in the grocery sector is another factor that squeezes workers. Walmart’s
anti-union actions and low wages put pressure on unionized grocers and local labor markets.21
One 2007 study found that Walmart openings lowered average wages of non-Walmart grocery
employees in the same county by 1.5%.22 Conditions continue to decline today. A 2022 study of
Kroger grocery workers in the Western U.S. found that since 1990, wages for experienced food
clerks have dropped between 11% to 22% adjusted for inflation. 23
Given the food supply chain disruptions created by worker illness and a shortage of fair wages
and dignified conditions, it is clearer than ever that this assault on the well-being of workers
poses a direct threat not only to those workers but to the public at large.

FOOD SYSTEM CONSOLIDATION MAKES SUPPLY CHAINS UNSTABLE
Corporate concentration, decreased worker power, and trends toward specialization and
domination make for fragile supply chains. Take the example of egg production. While less
concentrated than other food sectors, egg production is vertically integrated with large processors
directly owning farms or contracting with increasingly large growers. Contract egg farmers are
generally committed to one buyer and their eggs designated for a specific type of plant serving a
specific sales channel.24 When COVID-19 shut down one of these channels, foodservice, egg
companies decided to euthanize entire flocks that supplied foodservice egg processing facilities,
sometimes without input from farmers. 25 This not only devastated the economic well-being of
some unlucky farmers, it also diminished egg-producing capacity just as grocery stores faced egg
shortages. In a less vertically integrated or corporate-controlled system, one could imagine
farmers selling their eggs on an open market that could better redirect them to proper channels.
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The pork industry’s disruptions during the pandemic also reveal the risks of concentrating
production in too few plants owned by too few packers. Most hog farmers send their pigs to large
plants that are few and far between. South Dakota, for instance, contains only five federally
inspected pork processors, with anywhere from 50 to 400 miles between them. 26 The Smithfield
plant in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, accounts for 4% to 5% of national pork processing
annually.27 This concentrated structure is inherently fragile if any one plant goes offline. A
handful of large pork plant closures at the start of the pandemic created a backlog of slaughterready animals with no other place to be processed, forcing farmers to euthanize, by some
estimates, as many as 800,000 hogs.28 A system with a mix of large, medium, and small plants
would disperse the risk of any one plant closing.
Economists argue that large packing plants can achieve cost savings through economies of scale.
However, one study suggests that the largest hog and beef processing plants only have about a
1% to 3% cost advantage over smaller plants.29 Further, large plants only realize these savings
when operating at or near full capacity. The need to run large plants at full capacity contributes
to the shift toward contract farming with large, concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs),
such that packers have a large steady supply of animals.30 A system in which medium-sized
packers competed for animals in open markets could improve both resiliency and pricing
transparency and discovery for farmers and still benefit from some efficiencies and economies of
scale. It could also improve market access for more sustainable modes of livestock production
beyond CAFOs.
Consolidation and Wall Street-driven cost-cutting have also diminished food supply chain
capacity, contributing to shortages and fragility today. For instance, through the 1970s, there
were about 20 grocery wholesaler mergers per year; that rate nearly doubled through the 1980s
and early 1990s.31 Merging wholesalers have shut down distribution centers, shrinking food
supply chain infrastructure to the detriment of smaller and rural grocery stores.32 One class26
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action lawsuit even accused top wholesalers Supervalu and C&S of colluding to reduce capacity
and avoid competing in certain regions in order to charge customers higher fees. 33 Supervalu
settled this case for $8.75 million in 2017. All told, distribution consolidation and vertical
integration with large grocery chains leave communities reliant on a few hubs for essential
goods. According to a 2019 Federal Emergency Management Agency report, “it is common
for 80 percent of key goods and services serving a densely populated area to depend on
seven or fewer distribution centers.” 34

FOOD SYSTEM CONSOLIDATION DRIVES UP PRICES IN MANY WAYS
Price fixing scandals also call into question food corporations’ claims to price savings.
Since 2016 private plaintiffs have accused leading corporations in every major meat
industry of colluding to coordinate supply cuts and raise prices. One suit estimated that this
conspiracy allegedly cost the average family of four an additional $330 on chicken per year. 35
Federal antitrust enforcers have also successfully prosecuted canned tuna executives for fixing
prices: In June 2020 a federal grand jury sentenced the CEO of Bumble Bee to serve 40 months
in jail. Most recently the Justice Department indicted 10 poultry executives for bid-rigging.36
Pilgrim’s Pride pleaded guilty to the charges, and other meat corporations such as Tyson Foods
and JBS have paid tens of millions to settle private price-fixing claims for chicken and pork. 37
As meat prices rose dramatically in the fall and winter of 2021, meatpackers made record profit
margins. Net profit margins for top meat companies Tyson Foods, JBS, Marfrig, and Seaboard
were up over 300%, according to the White House. Tyson earned $1.36 billion in the fourth
quarter of 2021, more than twice as much as last year.38 If increased meat prices only represented
meatpackers’ increased cost of doing business, economists wouldn’t expect net profit margins to
rise. Such staggering net profits suggest that meat companies, and other consolidated food
corporations, are taking advantage of inflation expectations to increase prices further and
increase profit. Kraft, Coca-Cola, and ADM all saw double-, even triple-digit increases in net
“North Dakota Officials to Study Decline in Rural Grocery Areas.” Associated Press, August 5, 2019,
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income compared to 2020.39 In a competitive market, economists would expect companies to
undercut excess profits or unduly high prices by charging less and taking sales. But in a
concentrated market with fewer competitors, food companies can easily keep track of one
another and tacitly decide to all raise prices and make more profits.

IT’S VITAL FOR CONGRESS AND ENFORCERS TO ACT NOW
Food companies and some economic analyses argue that decades of consolidation
promoted efficiency and brought down food prices. Recent supply chain disruptions reveal
the tradeoffs of prioritizing efficiency over resiliency, diversity, and safety nets.
Reviving antitrust laws will help break these brittle and exploitative market structures. Antitrust
enforcers have the authority to review and unwind past mergers that have proven to monopolize
markets, inhibit and reduce firm rivalry, or facilitate other exclusionary, predatory, or unfair
conduct. Congress can also act directly to break up and restructure food industries through
legislative fiat. This committee’s efforts to increase merger filing fees and increase resources for
state attorneys general would also support greater antitrust enforcement broadly. Further, while
this policy proposal was part of an investigation into competition in digital markets, the majority
staff’s recommendation that Congress establish presumptions against further mergers by
dominant platforms could also apply to dominant food processors and retailers. Additionally,
members in the Senate and House have previously introduced bills that would impose a
moratorium on all large agribusiness, food and beverage manufacturing, and grocery retail
mergers and establish a commission to assess abuses of market power in this industry. Such an
agriculture merger moratorium would be another worthwhile step. To effectuate Congress’s
desire for robust and vigorous merger enforcement, merger review should incorporate more
structural presumptions and bright-line rules modeled after the 1968 merger guidelines.
More broadly, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) intends to issue new rules under the
Packers and Stockyards Act to ensure farmers can seek justice against deceptive and unfair
tactics by meatpackers. The Farm Systems Reform Act also proposed amendments to the Packers
and Stockyards Act that would revive Congress’s intent to rein in monopolistic practices by
meatpackers. The Federal Trade Commission is also collaborating with USDA to study “the
effect of retail concentration and retailers’ practices on the conditions of competition in the food
industries.”40 This includes investigating possible violations of the Robinson-Patman Act, an
anti-monopoly law that aims to prevent dominant retailers from abusing their buyer power.
39
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Finally, a less well-known anti-monopoly law, the Capper-Volstead Act, provides another model
for combatting harmful buyer power through promoting cooperatives and economic coordination
among smaller producers. This principle should be expanded to promote farmer- and more
critically worker-owned cooperatives across the food system, as these entities have proven to
prioritize important goals including food systems resiliency and worker safety as a part of their
business model, as opposed to most corporate structures, which operate narrowly to maximize
short-term returns for shareholders.
Portions of this statement are based on The Open Markets Institute’s response to the USDA’s
request for public comment “Supply Chains for the Production of Agricultural Commodities and
Food Products” - AMS-TM-21-0034.
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